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Abstract 

This paper analyses the potential of digital technologies to investigate the behavior of beams under 

bending-torsion couplings in large deformation. In a first part, we will present the set-up for this 

experiment, based on the use of robotic arms. The versatility of robotic arms allows to access complex 

configurations or loading path, while controlling the test either in displacements or in forces. Thanks to 

embedded sensors, the moments and forces applied by the robot are measured, as well as the location of 

the application point. In addition, the geometry of the beam is retrieved by an enhanced photogrammetry 

procedure. The acquisition yields a point cloud representation of the beam. Then, the method’s accuracy 

and repeatability will be investigated for both the control of the experiment and the reconstruction of the 

beam. Finally, the set-up is used to analyze classical mechanical problems and do a benchmark of finite 

element models. The first case study is the bending-torsion buckling of an I beam clamped at one end 

and free at the other. The second one is the bending of a rectangular beams toward its strong inertia, 

resulting in bending-torsion couplings and out of plane deformation. 

 

Figure 1: Photogrammetry reconstruction of a beam using a robotic arm. 
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